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1. Introduction 

Improvements in in vitro fertilization (IVF) and embryo transfer (ET) have resulted from 
evaluating each step of the process, analyzing effects of different techniques, then assessing 
outcomes to select the best method, whether related to preparation of the patient, choice of 
stimulation protocol, culture technique, embryo selection, mechanics of transfer, or 
posttransfer management. Despite numerous developments in assisted reproduction, the 
clinical pregnancy rate (CPR) in IVF and intracytoplasmatic sperm injection (ICSI) remains 
low. It has been estimated that up to 85% of the embryos replaced into the uterine cavity fail 
to implant (Edwards RG, 1995). The cause of this low CPR may reside in the technique of 
embryo transfer, the endometrial receptivity, or the capacity of the embryo to properly 
invade the endometrium. 

Endometrial receptivity is defined as a temporary unique sequence of factors that make the 
endometrium receptive to the embryonic implantation. It is the window of time when the 
uterine environment is conductive to blastocyst acceptance and subsequent implantation. 
The process of implantation may be separated into a series of developmental phases starting 
with the blastocyst hatching and attachment to the endometrium and culminating in the 
formation of the placenta. The steps start with apposition, and progress through adhesion, 
penetration and invasion. Evaluation of endometrial receptivity remains a challenge in 
clinical practice. 

Ultrasonography has an increasingly important role in the evaluation and treatment of 
infertility patients, being an efficient and cost-effective modality for studying the female 
reproductive organs and for monitoring functional changes during spontaneous and 
induced cycles (Blumenfeld et al., 1990; Goldberg et al., 1991). 

Two-dimensional (2D) ultrasound imagining is limited by the movement of the transvaginal 
transducer in the narrow space of vagina. Therefore, it allows presentation of two planes: 
sagital and transverse. Real time ultrasonography allows us the study of two main 
implantation markers: endometrial thickness and endometrial morphological patterns. 
(Merce, 2002). Pulsed and color Doppler assessment is applied to the study of different 
variables of uterine and endometrial/subendometrial perfusion that are also used as 
receptivity factors (Fanchin, 2001).  
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Three – dimensional (3D) sonography permits multiplanar display of all three sections: 
coronal, sagittal and transverse. The three-dimensional (3D) approach to assessing uterine 
receptivity, which considers endometrial thickness as well as volume, uterine artery 
Doppler and also endometrial tissue vascularization itself, might lead to a better 
understanding of this very specific and crucial endometrial preparation for implantation. 
The 3D technique allows reliable quantification of the two crucial phenomena—tissue 
remodeling pattern and tissue associated angiogenic dynamics—with quantification of the 
sub-endometrial vascular flow index. 

The Embryo transfer (ET) procedure is the final important step in IVF process. It is a 

critically important procedure. No matter how good the IVF laboratory culture environment 

is, the physician can ruin everything with a carelessly performed embryo transfer. The entire 

IVF cycle depends on delicate placement of the embryos at the proper location of the 

endometrial cavity - with minimal trauma and manipulation. It has been suggested that 

ultrasound-guided ET (2D end 3/4D) facilitates ET and improves pregnancy rates, because 

it is thought that visualization of the cavity and the embryo deposition point have an 

advantage in comparison with blind ET technique.  

2. Assessment of the endometrium implantation markers with ultrasound 

Assessment of the endometrium has become a standard procedure during the diagnostic 

workup and treatment of infertility.  Ultrasound sees the endometrium as a single thin line 

immediately after menstruation. This then expands under the influence of oestrogen in the 

follicular phase of the cycle to the typical trilaminar hypoechoic appearance. After ovulation 

there is little increase in size. The change to a secretory state is characterized by increasing 

echogenicity beginning at the periphery of the endometrium and progressing towards the 

midline over a period of 24–48 h. The mature luteal endometrium appears homogenous and 

hyperechoic compared with the myometrium. 

Real time ultrasonography allows us the study of three main possible implantation markers: 
endometrial thickness, endometrial volume and endometrial morphological patterns. 

2.1 Endometrial thickness 

Endometrial thickness is defined as the maximal distance between the echogenic interfaces 

of the myometrium and the endometrium, measured in the plane through the central 

longitudinal axis of the uterus.  

Dynamic change in endometrial thickness in assisted conception cycles was first described 

by Rabinowitz et al. (1986). Using transvaginal scanning, Gonen et al.(1989) suggested that 

endometrial thickness, on the day before oocyte recovery, was significantly greater in 

pregnant than in non-pregnant women, and postulated that it may predict the likelihood of 

implantation. In IVF stimulated cycles, the endometrium increases 1.9 mm between days 7 

and 9 of the stimulation treatment, 0.9 mm between days 9 and 11 and 0.6 mm between the 

latter and the day of hCG administration (Bassil et al.,2001). Significant differences have not 

been observed in endometrial thickness between hCG day and the day of embryo transfer 

(Khalifa et al., 1992), which clearly has practical implications to choose the timing for the 

measurement. In the conception cycles there is an accelerated increase in the endometrial 
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thickness during the luteal phase that reaches significant differences regarding to that in 

non-conception cycles 14 days after the day of oocyte retrieval (Leibovitz et al., 1999; 

Rhabinowitz et al.,1986). 

As an implantation marker, endometrial thickness is characterized by its significant 

sensitivity (95-100%), but also shows a high number of false positives (78-97%) (Friedler et 

al., 1996), therefore, the main advantage is a high negative predictive value (87-100%). The 

main advantage of measuring endometrial thickness lies in its high negative predictive 

value in cases where there is minimal endometrial thickness. In IVF cycles, Khalifa et al. 

(1992) reported a minimal endometrial thickness of 7 mm to be accepted as a reliable sign of 

sub-optimal implantation potential. Although it is possible to achieve pregnancies with a 

thin endometrium (Remohi et al., 1997; Sundstrom 1998), this is always a bad predictive 

factor that requires further study of the endometrium (Noyes et al.,2001). It has also been 

reported that implantation , pregnancy and miscarriage rates are negatively affected by the 

endometrium being thicker than 14mm (Dickey at al., 1992; Noyes et al.,2001; Remohi et 

al.,1997; Weisman et al.,1999), although data from recent studies do not support this finding 

(Krampl and Feichtinger ,1993; Dietterich et al.,2002; Zhang et al.,2005). There is a positive 

correlation between increased endometrial thickness and pregnancy rates and further 

explained that this effect is dependent on the age of the patient, duration of stimulation, and 

embryo quality (Rabinowitz et al., 1986; Zhang et al., 2005).  Contrary to these data, other 

studies show that measurement of endometrial thickness had no predictive value for 

pregnancy in ART (Fleischer et al., 1986; Glissant et al., 1985; Ivanovski et al., 2007a; Li et al., 

1992; Welker et al., 1989).  

Amir et al. (2007) reported that the possibility of a thick endometrium in IVF administered 

women over the age of 40 is less than that of the younger patient group; however, he also 

reported that pregnancy rate increases in the presence of thick endometrium. 

Freidler et al. (1996) reviewed 2665 assisted conception cycles from 25 reports. Eight reports 

found that the difference in the mean endometrial thickness of conception and non-

conception cycles was statistically significant, while 17 reports found no significant 

difference. They concluded that results from various trials are conflicting and that 

insufficient data exist describing a linear correlation between endometrial thickness and the 

probability of conception. There is not enough data to demonstrate if a linear relationship 

exists between endometrial thickness and the probability of pregnancy after an ART 

(Friedler et al., 1996). 

2.2 Endometrial volume 

Transvaginal 2D ultrasonography is an ideal non-invasive method for assessment of 

endometrium, but lacks specificity (Friedler et al., 1996). The use of 3 D ultrasonography to 

examine the uterine cavity in detail and reconstruct the images of the uterus surpasses the 

diagnostic potential of Two Dimensional (2D) ultrasound (Jurkovic et al., 1995; Lev-Toaff et 

al., 2001). Using two dimensional transvaginal ultrasound to measure endometrial thickness 

does not include the total volume of the endometrium (Friedler et al., 1996). Several studies 

have confirmed a high degree of reproducibility and accuracy of endometrial volume 

estimation using 3D ultrasound (Lee et al., 1997; Yaman et al., 2000). 
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Photo 1. 3D Ultrasound of uterus and endometrium 

3D US images can be obtained by two methods: freehand and automated. The freehand 
method requires manual movement of the transducer through the region of interest. The 
automated method acquires the images using dedicated 3D transducers. The digitally stored 
volume data can be manipulated and presented in various displays: multiplanar display, 
"niche" mode or surface rendering mode (Alcasar, 2006). Probably, the most used and useful 
display is multiplanar display, which simultaneously shows three perpendicular planes 
(axial, sagital and coronal), allowing navigation through these three planes with the 
possibility of switch over any desired plane. Another important ability of 3D US is volume 
calculation, even in irregularly shaped structures, using the Virtual Organ Computer-aided 
AnaLysis (VOCAL). 

This method has been demonstrated to be more accurate than 2D-volume estimation, with 
an error estimation of 7% for 3D US as compared of 22% for 2D US (Yaman et al., 2003)]. 
Other investigators described a mean absolute error rate of 12.6% for two dimensional 
volume measurements, while the absolute error rate for 3D volume measurement was only 
6.4% (Riccabona et al., 1996). 

During spontaneous menstrual cycles endometrial volume increased significantly during 

the follicular phase, reaching a plateau around the time of ovulation and remaining 

relatively stable throughout the luteal phase (Jakubkiene et al., 2006; Reine-Fenning et al., 

2004). Parous women showed endometrial volumes significantly larger than nulliparous 

women (Reine-Fenning et al., 2004).  

3D technology has added to daily practice in reproduction the use of endometrial volume as 

an implantation marker (Merce, 2004). Schild at al. (1999) was the first to correlate 

endometrial volume on the day of oocyte retrieval and pregnancy rate in an IVF program. 

They found that endometrial volume failed to predict outcome of IVF and that estradiol 

levels did not correlate with endometrial volume. Almost simultaneously, Raga et al. (1999) 

reported on 72 patients who underwent IVF cycle, using the same technique that Schild et 

al. (1999) for calculating endometrial volume but ultrasound examination was performed on 

the day of embryo transfer. These authors found that pregnancy rate was significantly lower 

(15%) if endometrial volume was < 2 ml than if it was > 2 ml (34.5%). No pregnancy was 

achieved with endometrial volume below 1 ml. Yaman et al.(2000) reported subsequently in 
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65 patients undergoing IVF program [47]. They found that endometrial volume did not 

differ significantly in women that became pregnant from those who did not. No pregnancy 

occurred of endometrial volume was < 2.5 ml. Zollner et al.(2003) evaluated endometrial 

volume in 125 women undergoing IVF. They found that pregnancy rate was lower in 

patients with endometrial volume < 2.5 ml (9.4%) compared with those with endometrial 

volume ≥2.5 ml (35%).  

All studies more recently published have not demonstrated that endometrial volume is 
predictive for pregnancy after IVF program (Jarvela et al., 2005; Kupesic et al., 2001; Ng et 
al., 2006; Schild et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2003). This could be explained by methodological 
differences in volume calculation. 

In our study clear morphology of the endometrium was obtained in 106 patients using 3D 
transvaginal ultrasound at the time of embryo transfer. The mean endometrial volume 
(±2SD) vas 3.27±0.69 (range 1.7 – 7.9). Women were divided into three groups depending on 
the endometrial volume data: group 1: < 2ml; group 2 : 2-5 ml; group 3 ; > 5 ml respectively. 
No differences in age, number of days of ovarian stimulation, total , number of oocyte 
retrieved, and number of good quality embryios were found between these groups (table 1). 
Patients with an andometrial volume < 2ml (group1) had significantly ( p<0.05) lower 
pregnancy and implantation rates as compared with the groups of women with 2-5 ml 
(group 2) and >5ml (group 3) endometrial volume. Moreover, no differences were observed 
between the latter two groups. 

 

Parameter 
Group1:  
< 2 ml 

Group 2:  
2-5 ml 

Group 3:  
> 5 ml 

p 

Cycles No 30 42 36  

Age (years) 35±0.9 34±0.8 32±0.5 NS 

Treatment ( days) 9.6±0.3 9.3±0.49 9.1±0.36 NS 

Oocytes retrieved No 9±2.9 11±2.1 12±2.7 NS 

No embryo transfer 2.4±0.5 2.2±0.3 25±0.6 NS 

No of pregnancies 5 (16.6%) 14 (33%) 13 (36%) P<0.05 

Table 1. Patients grouped according to endometrial volume on the day of embryo transfer 

An endometrial volume of 2.5 ml on the day of embryo transfer has been proposed as a 
reliable threshold value to predict pregnancy after embryo transfer in IVF/ICSI cycles. 
However, again these findings lacked of specificity.  

2.3 Endometrial pattern 

Endometrial pattern is defined as the relative echogenicity of the endometrium and the 
adjacent myometrium as demonstrated on a longitudinal ultrasound scan. During the 
proliferative phase of the menstrual cycle the endometrium achieves a “triple line” 
morphology.  In principle, the central echogenic line represents the uterine cavity; the outer 
lines represent the basal layer of the endometrium, or the interface between the 
endometrium and myometrium. The relatively hypo-echogenic regions between two outer 
lines and the central line may represent the functional layer of endometrium (Forest et al., 
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1988). During the secretory phase of the menstrual cycle, the endometrium acquires a 
hyperechogenic morphology that is due to stromal edema, spirilization and secretion of the 
endometrial glands caused by the action of progesterone (Bassil et al., 2001; Fanchin et al., 
2000; Fanchin et al., 2001; Leibovitz et al., 1999). However, since a correlation between 
echogenicity and progesterone has not been demonstrated (Bakos et al., 1993; Khalife et al., 
1992) other factors such as androgen and gonadotropin effects could explain these changes 
(De Ziegler and Fancin, 1994; Tang and Gurpide, 1993). 

Classification of the types of appearance of the endometrium has been simplified over time. 
Nowadays, intermediate patterns are often discarded and the endometrium is simply 
described as multilayered or non-multilayered (Sher et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1984). In a 
prospective study, Serafimi et al.(1994) found the multilayered pattern to be more predictive 
of implantation than any other parameter measured. The “triple line” endometrial pattern 
has high sensitivity (79-100%) but an elevated percentage of false positives (57-91%) also, 
subsequently it has an additional interest by its high negative predictive value (75-100%). 
Although achieving a pregnancy with a “non triple-line” pattern is possible, its frequency is 
low (Tan et al., 2000). 

 

Photo 2. Multilayered endometrium 

 

Photo 3. Non multilayered endometrium 

The normal luteal endometrial pattern has been also implied as an implantation marker. A 
non-homogeneous hyperechogenic pattern 3 days after embryo transfer has been associated 
with lower pregnancy rates (Check et al., 2000). In addition, the midluteal endometrial 
pattern of women with unexplained infertility is related to the chance of pregnancy. The 
pregnancy rate is significantly higher when the endometrium displays a homogenous 
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hyperechogenic pattern comparatively with non-homogenous pattern (Check et al., 2003). It 
is, however, important to emphasize that a poor endometrial pattern does not exclude 
pregnancy.  

Our observation showed that 15(17.65%) patients have homogenous endometrium, and the 
other 70 (82.35%) have triple line endometrium. There was not statistical significant 
difference, p>0.05(p=1.00)/ Fisher) according pregnancy rates between both groups of 
patients (Table 2). 

 

Endometrial pattern BHCG + BHCG - Total 

Homogenous  5 10 15 

Total % 5.88 11.76 17.65 

Triple line  24 46 70 

Total % 28.24 54.12 82.35 

Total 29 56 85 

Total % 34.12 65.88 100 

Table 2. Endometrial pattern and pregnancy outcome 

The effect of endometrial thickness and hyperechogenic pattern on determining pregnancy 
outcomes have been presented with various results. Increased endometrial thickness, 
endometrial pattern, and volume affect IVF outcomes, and this effect is dependent on 
patient’s age, duration of stimulation, and embryo quality (Richter et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 
2005). Tsai et al.(2000) reported that in ovulation induction by administering CC and 
gonadotropin and in IUI cycles, in terms of endometrial parameters, endometrial pattern 
has a significant effect on pregnancy positive and pregnancy negative patients; however, 
thickness and vascularity do not change pregnancy results. Fanchin et al. (2000) supported 
this view and reported that hyperechogenic endometrium deteriorates IVF outcomes.   

Kepic et al.(1992) determined that endometrial thickness and pattern, follicle size and 
estradiol levels correlated to both the likelihood of pregnancy and subsequent outcome. 
Contrary to these data, other studies found no correlation between endometrial thickness, 
endometrial pattern and embryo implantation (Fleischer et al., 1986; Friedler et al., 1996; 
Ivanovski et al., 2007a;  Rashidi et al.,2005). Such conflicting results can be explained by the 
variability of the endometrial appearance according to the timing of the ultrasound scan 
(day of human chorionic gonadotropin administration, day of oocyte pick-up or day of 
embryo transfer). It seems that the most promising data are obtained when the study is 
performed on the day of human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) administration, since 
progesterone production does not interfere with endometrial characteristics at this period of 
the menstrual cycle. 

2.4 Uterine artery blood flow 

The introduction of transvaginal Doppler ultrasound makes the measurement of uterine 
artery blood flow possible, with hope that uterine arterial resistance changes might reflect 
receptivity of endometrium (Fleischer et al., 1991; Goswamy et al., 1988; Steer et al., 1994;).  
Color Doppler signals are measured at the uterine arteries and their ascending branches 
located in the outer third of the myometrium.  
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Steer et al.(1994) used transvaginal color Doppler to study the uterine arteries in 23 normally 

cycling women, and they found that the lowest pulsatility index (PI) occurred 9 days after 

the LH peak. This indicates that the maximum uterine perfusion occurs at about the time of 

expected implantation. Another index of blood flow, the resistance index, was measured on 

the day of embryo transfer in a series of women undergoing IVF, and it was found to be 

lower in those who subsequently became pregnant. 

 

Photo 4. Arteria uterine blood flow 

Doppler Studies have demonstrated the uterine and endometrial arteries resistance 

decreases significantly during the mesoluteal phase, i.e. in the period of embryo 

implantation (Agrawal et al., 1999; Bourne et al., 1996; Scholtes et al., 1989; Sladkevicius et 

al., 1993; Tan et al., 1996). It is probable that these vascular changes play a significant role in 

the implantation process because they are present from the beginning of the embryo 

nidation. 

Sterzik et.al (1989) reported that the resistance index measured on the day of embryo 

transfer in IVF cycles was significantly lower in patients who subsequently became pregnant 

as compared with those who failed to achieve pregnancy. 

Steer et al. (1992) have used transvaginal color Doppler to study the uterine arterial blood 

flow in 82 women undergoing IVF on the day of embryo transfer. The PI was calculated and 

the patients were grouped according to whether the PI was low (1-1.99), medium (2-2.99) or 

high (3.0+). There were no pregnancies in the high PI group and the PI was significantly 

lower in the women who become pregnant as compared with those who did not. However, 

although measurement of uterine artery blood flow impedance on the day of embryo 

transfer may be able to predict pregnancy, it would be more useful to detect flow 

abnormalities earlier in the cycle. To investigate this Zaidi et al.(1996) recently measured 

uterine artery PI in 135 women undergoing IVF on the day of hCG injection. They found 

significantly lower implantation rates in women with uterine artery PI > 3.0. The authors 

suggested that the PI on the day of embryo transfer could be used to alter the management, 

such that a high value (> 3) would lead to elective freezing of the embryos for transfer at a 

later date in a more favorable cycle. If the PI is normal, the number of embryos transferred 

could be reduced to minimize the risk of a multiple pregnancy.  
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The ability of Color Doppler - PI to predict uterine receptivity presents high sensitivity (96-
100%) and a high negative predictive value (88-100%) although it has low specificity (13-
35%) and positive predictive value (44-56%) (Friedler et al., 1996). Inadequate blood flow 
would thus prevent implantation, although optimal uterine profusion does not always 
imply pregnancy. In addition to this, high uterine resistance is observed in less than 10% of 
non-conception cycles, suggesting that this parameter is responsible for implantation failure 
in very few cases (Caccitore et al., 1996). 

In our study, uterine artery and arcuate artery blood flow were measured with color 

Doppler ultrasonography at the hCG day. The average values of right or left uterine and 

intraovarian artery PI, RI, and Vs values were used in the analysis. In the pregnant group 

average uterine artery PI and RI were significantly lower than in the non-pregnant group. 

Arcuate artery RI in the pregnant group was significantly lower than that in the non-

pregnant group. (Table 3). 

In our results, there were statistically significant lower mean uterine artery PI and RI, 

arcuate artery in the pregnant group than in the non-pregnant group (P< 0.05). Arcuate 

artery PI value was lower in the pregnant group than in the non-pregnant group, but this 

did not reach statistical significance. Peak systolic velocity (Vs) values in both the mean 

uterine artery and arcuate artery were higher in the pregnant group than in the non-

pregnant group; however, the difference was not statistically significant.  

Vascular impedance was calculated with PI, RI, and Vs values, among which PI was found 

to be the most important. Optimal uterine receptivity can be accomplished by reduced 

vascular resistance and increased blood flow, which will improve pregnancy success. We 

suggest the use of transvaginal color Doppler ultrasonography to measure the blood flow in 

uterine arteries, arcuate arteries before hCG in IVF cycles. 

 

 
Prameter 

Doppler values  
t 

 
Z 

 
p     (29)  BHCG +   (56) BHCG – 

RI Aut HCG 0.71 ± 0.06 0.89 ± 0.07 -6.65  0.000*** 

PI Aut HCG 1.83 ± 0.14 2.19 ± 0.27  -4.79 0.000*** 

PVs Aut HCG 21.11 ± 3.47 0.83 ± 0.07 3.04  0.003** 

RI a.arcuata HCG 0.56 ± 0.05 0.71 ± 0.06 -3.69  0.000*** 

PI a.arcuata HCG 1.07 ± 0.09 1.29 ± 0.09 -4.09  0.000*** 

P Vs a.arcuata 11.07 ± 2.71 7.19 ± 2.94 -3.17  0.004** 

**p<0.01     ***p < 0.001 

Table 3. Average Doppler values in pregnant and non-pregnant group on HCG day 

Although pregnancy outcome tended to be poor in patients with higher mean uterine arterial 

impedance indices, the predictive value of using a specific resistance index (RI) or pulsatility 

index (PI) variable in assessing endometrial receptivity seems to be limited (Tekay et al., 1996; 

Friedler et al., 1996). One of the explanations is that the major uterine compartment is the 

myometrium and not the endometrium, and thus most of the blood passing through the 

uterine arteries never reaches the endometrium. These contradictory results are due to 

significant methodological variations such as the ovarian stimulation protocol used, the cycle’s 

day when the Doppler study was carried out or the sonographic examination route (Merce et 
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al., 2000). A more logical approach would be to evaluate the vascularization around the 

endometrium directly in an attempt to assess endometrial receptivity. 

2.5 Endometrial / subendometrial blood flow 

The assessment of the endometrial receptivity is the key for success of all ART procedures. 
Angiogenesis plays a critical role in various female reproductive processes such as 
development of a dominant follicle, formation of corpus luteum, endometrial growth and 
implantation (Demir et al., 2006; Nardo, 2005; Sherer and Abulafia, 2001). For this reason many 
researches have paid attention to ovarian and uterine/ endometrial vascularization for 
predicting outcome in IVF programs (Tekay et al., 1995). Invent of the Doppler in ultrasound 
has significantly improved the understanding of morphological changes occurring in the 
ovary and the uterus as a reflection of biochemical changes during the menstrual cycle. The 
vascular changes are reflection of the biochemical changes and can be studied by color 
Doppler. The spectral/pulse Doppler values give objective assessment of the endometrial 
vascularity. Therefore, color and pulse Dopplers speak about functional maturity of the 
endometrium. 3D ultrasound and 3D power Doppler assesses the global vascularity, as 
compared to vascularity in a single plane on 2D ultrasound and so may give better idea about 
follicular maturity and endometrial receptivity and therefore implantation rates. 

A good blood supply towards the endometrium is usually considered to be an essential 
requirement for implantation and therefore assessment of endometrial blood flow in IVF 
treatment has attracted a lot of attention in recent years. 

Doppler study allows us to evaluate endometrial blood flow by means of analyzing flow 
velocity waveforms of subendometrial and endometrial arteries (Achiron et al., 1995; Battaglia 
et al., 1997; Ivanovski et al., 2007b; Merce et al., 1995; Schild et al., 2001; Yuval et al., 1999; Zaidi 
et al., 1995) and the color mapping by two-dimensional (Applebaum, 1995; Battaglia et al., 
1997;Chien et al., 2002; Yang et al., 1999; Zaidi et al., 1995) or three-dimensional ultrasound 
(Jarvela et al., 2005; Kupesic et al., 2001; Ng et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2003). 

Blood vessels of the uterus and endometrium can be detected by color and power Doppler 
ultrasound where endometrium and myometrium constitute an anatomical and functional 
unit. Uterine arteries branch off the internal iliac arteries. Ultrasonically, they look like 
hyperechoic structures running along the cervix and the isthmic part of the uterus. Arcuate 
arteries are tortuotic anechoic structures that spread through myometrium. Radial arteries 
penetrate vertically the myometrial layers of smooth muscle cells and divides after passing 
through the myometrial-endometrial junction to form the basal arteries that supply the basal 
portion of the endometrium, and the spiral arterioles that continue up toward the 
endometrial surface and supply stratum functionale of endometrium. Their shape and size 
change during menstrual cycle and they shed during menstruation together with the 
glandular tissue. During pregnancy, these arteries become uteroplacental decidual arteries. 
Basal arterioles supply endometrial stratum basale. The vessels in genital tract undergo 
cyclic changes dictated by the hormonal cycle.  

At the myometrial- endometrial junction, a specific subendometrial area can be identified as 
a thin hypoechoic layer between the echogenic endometrium and myometrium on 
ultrasound examination (McCarthy et al., 1989; Scoutt et al., 1991; Tetlow et al., 1999). 
Different authors ascribe different names to this layer: junctional zone, inner myometrium, 
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subendometrial halo and subendometrial layer are all synonymous. The layer can be viewed 
by either ultrasound or MR ( Killick, 2007). Histological studies have confirmed that the 
subendometrial halo surrounding the endometrium represents the innermost layer of the 
myometrium, and compared with the outer myometrium, it consists of a distinct 
compartment of more tightly packed muscle cells with increased vascularity (Lesny et al., 
1999; Turnbull et al., 1995), suggesting a modified function. Many studies have shown that 
interactions between the junctional zone and the endometrium may play an important role 
in the implantation process (Chien et al., 2002; Salle et al., 1998). 

Conventionally, pulsed and color Doppler have been used to assess uterine and endometrial 
blood flow. However, conflicting results have been reported. 

Subendometrial radial arteries pulsatility was the only parameter that improved in those 
cycles where pregnancy was achieved after a previous non-conceptional cycle, except when 
implantation failed and subsequently a miscarriage or ectopic pregnancy was diagnosed 
(Merce et al., 1995; Merce et al., 2000a, 2000b). 

While some authors (Kupesic et al., 2001) have found that vascular resistance in the 
endometrial spiral arteries or the subendometrial radial arteries, also called intramyometrial 
subendometrial arteries (Merce et al., 1995; Merce et al., 2000) was significantly lower on the 
day of oocyte retrieval or embryo transfer in patients who achieve pregnancy (Battaglia et 
al., 1997;Ivanovski et al., 2004; Kupesic et al., 2001) others have found no differences (Schild 
et al., 2001; Yuval et al., 1999; Zaidi et al., 1995). 

Now, with the advance of ultrasonography, color Doppler energy imaging has been used in 
endometrial blood flow assessment. Color Doppler energy is a technology based on the total 
integral of energy frequency spectrum. It visualizes blood flow with the energy of moving 
reflectors and enjoys the advantages of high sensitivity to slow blood flow, while being less 
dependent on angles and providing a less cluttered image. In general, endometrial color 
mapping has been evaluated in a subjective way although the color area can also be 
quantified (Yang et al., 1999). 

Color mapping of endometrial vascularity can be classified in various types according to the 
degree of penetration into the endometrial thickness, using conventional color (Applebaum, 
1995; Battaglia et al., 1997; Zaidi et al., 1995) or power Doppler (Merce et al., 2002). 

The zones of vascularity are defined according to Applebaum (1995) as: zone 1 when the 
vascularity on power Doppler is seen only in the myometrium surrounding the 
endometrium; zone 2 when vessels penetrate through the hyperechogenic endometrial edge; 
zone 3 when it reaches internal hypoechogenic zone and zone 4 when they reach the 
endometrial cavity. 

The absence of color mapping of the endometrium and subendometrial areas means an 
absolute implantation failure (Zaidi et al., 1995) or a significant decrease (80) of the 
implantation rate. Conversly, the pregnancy rate increases when the vessels reach the 
subendometrial halo and endometrium (Zaidi et al., 1995; Chien et al., 2002). The presence of 
vessels within the endometrium is associated with a thicker endometrium, which suggests a 
correlation between the endometrial perfusion and endometrial growth. On the other hand, 
the absence of endometrial-subendometrial blood flow is accompanied by a high uterine 
artery resistance (Chien et al., 2002). 
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Photo 5. Zone 1 of vascularity 

 

Photo 6. Zone 4 of vascularity 

We investigated the correlation of blood flow in the endometrial– subendometrial region 
detected by Power Doppler sonography with pregnancy outcome of an IVF-ET program. 
The endometrial–subendometrial blood flow distribution pattern was determined by 
demonstrating pulsatile color signals in the subendometrial and endometrial regions. For 
those with vascularization penetrating the subendometrial area, we adopted the definition 
from Applebaum (1999), summarized as follows: group1, vessels penetrating the outer 
hypoechogenic area surrounding the endometrium but not entering the hyperechogenic 
outer margin; group 2, vessels penetrating the hyperechogenic outer margin of the 
endometrium but not entering the hypoechogenic inner area; and group 3: vessels entering 
the hypoechogenic inner area in endometrial cavity. 

The degree of vascular penetration into the endometrium in relation to pregnancy outcome 
is shown in Table 4. Although pregnancy rates were significantly higher in patients with 
group 3 penetration compared with group 1 (P<0.001) or group 2 penetration, there was no 
significant difference between the groups with zone 1 and zone 2 penetration. There were 
also significant differences in miscarriage rate: on group of patients without flow was 
significantly higher than that of those in group 2 or group 3 (50% vs. 12.5% or 7.14%; 
P<0.001, respectively).  

There was significant correlation between group with higher miscarriage rate (S-; E-) and 
higher uterine artery PI (> 2,9) and RI (>0.96) values. 
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 Subend. Flow Subend. Flow Vascular penetration 

 Present Absent Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

 85 21 23 38 24 

BHCG + 36 (42.35%) 4 (19%) 6 (26%) 16 (42%) 14 (53%) 

BHCG - 49 17 17 22 10 

Miscariage rate   3/6(50%) 2/16(12.5%) 1/14(7.14%) 

Table 4. Pregnancy and implantation rates in relation to the presence or absence of 
subendometrial blood flow and zone of vascular penetration. 

The report from Li-Wei Chien et al.(2002) showed that the absence of subendometrial blood 
flow is associated with poor pregnancy outcome; however, this condition is not indicative of 
a non-receptive endometrium as suggested in our and other study (Zaidi et al., 1995). 
Although women with no detectable endometrial/subendometrial flow on the day of ET 
tend to be older, it is noteworthy that more than half (9 of 14, 54.5%) of pregnancies in such 
women aborted spontaneously. Although these data suggest that development of the 
endometrial vessel system may play a role in maintaining pregnancy in the early stages, but 
the case number is too small to draw any conclusion. 

The three-dimensional ultrasound allows studying not only the endometrial volume but 
also the quantitative assessment of vessels density and blood flow within the endometrium 
and subendometrial region. Vascularization of tissues within the region of interest can be 
assessed using 3D Power-Doppler angiography and the VOCAL program (Pairleinter et al., 
1999). Using this method, three vascular indexes can be calculated: the Vascularization 
Index (VI), expressed as percentage, measures the number of color voxels in the studied 
volume, representing the blood vessels within the tissue. The Flow Index (FI) is the color 
value of all color voxels, representing average color intensity. And the Vascular-Flow Index 
(VFI) is the average color value of all grey and color voxels, which represents both blood 
flow and vascularization. Using the "shell" function it is possible to calculate a volume at 
different thickness around the predetermined endometrium and estimate the 
vascularization in this "shell". This allows the assessment of the so called "subendometrial 
region" 3D US has a very low inter-observer and intra observer variability for calculating 
endometrial volume, with intraclass correlation coefficients ≥0.97 (Bordes et al., 2002; Key-
Mensah et al., 1996; Raine-Fenning et al., 2002b; Yaman et al., 1999). However, this depends 
on the technique used, being the VOCAL method the most reproducible (Reine-Fenning et 
al., 2003). This technique has been also found to be highly reproducible for estimating 
ovarian and endometrial vascularization using 3D PD with intraclass correlation coefficients 
≥0.99 for all indexes (Alcazar et al., 2005; Raine-Fenning et al., 2002a; Jarvela et al., 2003).  

Endometrial and subendometrial blood flows assessed in the same patients by 3D power 
Doppler indices are significantly lower in stimulated than in natural cycles. (Ng et al., 
2004b) It has also been reported that endometrial and subendometrial blood flow are 
negatively affected by serum estradiol concentrations, but they are not affected by other 
factors such as women age, smoking habits, or types of infertility or parity during IVF 
treatment. (Ng et al., 2006)) This fact could explain that ovarian hyperresponders tend to 
have lower endometrial and subendometrial blood flows during the early luteal phase ( + 2 
hCG day). (Ng et al., 2004a) 
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A reduced endometrial blood flow after ovulation could be related to an increased uterine 
contractility (Hauksson et al., 1998) and may lead to endometrial hypoxia during the 
implantation period (Fischer et al., 1993).  

Some authors have provide that subendometrial vascularity indices may behave as 
predicting factors for pregnancy (Kupesic et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2003), on the other hand 
other authors prefer to calculate only the 3D power Doppler indices of the endometrium 
(Merce, Donald School Textbook, 2008 ). Even though most authors assess both endometrial 
and subendometrial vascularization as a pregnancy predictor (JARVELA ET AL., 2005; 
Kupesic et al., 2001; Ng et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2003). 

Schild at all.(2000) evaluated 96 patients undergoing IVF program by 3D-PDA. Only 
subendometrial vascularization was assessed. They found that all 3D-PDA indices were 
significantly lower in conception with non-conception cycles. However, a great overlapping 
existed. These findings were the same in a subgroup of patients in which at least two good 
quality embryos were transferred. Logistic regression revealed that subendometrial FI was 
the strongest predicting factor of IVF success. No association between uterine artery PI and 
PSV and IVF outcome was found.  

On the other hand, Raine-Fenning (2004) found that endometrial and subendometrial 
vascularity were significantly reduced in women with unexplained subfertility during the 
mid-late follicular phase, irrespective of estradiol or progesterone concentrations.  

A scoring system reported by Kupesic et al. (2004) for uterine receptivity, done on the day of 
embryo transfer, shows that subendometrial FI<11 was a cut off limit. No pregnancies 
occurred when it was <11 and the conception group showed its values of 13.2±2.2. No 
significant differences were found in subendometrial VI and VPI between conception and 
non-conception cycles. These results were opposite to those reported by Schild et al. (2000).  

Wu at al. (2003) reported that subendometrial VFI was significantly higher in those patients 
who become pregnant. The best prediction rate was achieved by a subendometrial VFI > 
0.24, with a sensitivity of 83.3%, specificity of 88.9%, positive predictive value of 93.8% and 
negative predictive value of 93.8% and negative predictive value of 72.7%.  

Järvelä at al.(2005) evaluated endometrial and subendometrial vascularization by 3D PDA 
using the VOCAL program with a 15°-rotation step. They did not find differences on 
endometrial and subendometrial vascularization between conception and non-conception 
cycles. However, they found than in both conception and non-conception cycles endometrial 
and subendometrial VI decreased significantly between the two examinations this finding 
would be in agreement with the findings of Raine-Fenning et al. (2004) in natural cycles, 
who reported a decrease of endometrial vascularity during the periovulatory period. 

Whereas Ng et al (2004) documented a lower endometrial VI and VFI in pregnant group on 
the day of oocyte retrieval and also a non-significant trend of higher implantation and 
pregnancy rates in patients with absent subendometrial and endometrial flow. This probably 
can be explained on the basis that hCG administration/LH peak causes increased uterine 
artery resistance and hence a decrease in endometrial perfusion on the day of oocyte retrieval. 
This also correlates with the observation by Ng et al, (2006) which says that subendometrial 
vascularization flow indices are significantly lower in patients with uterine artery RI≥0,95. 
Multiple logistic regression analysis showed that from multiple parameters only the number 
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of embryos replaced and endometrial VI significantly improved the chance of pregnancy, but 
this latter had only a marginal predictive value (odd ratio: 0.87, 95% CI: 0.76–0.99).  

These findings are in agreement with those reported by Schild et al.(2000) ; Ng et al (2006); 

who did not find differences in endometrial/ subendometrial VI, FI and VFI between 

pregnant and non-pregnant women when at least two good quality embryos was 

transferred. However, when first one or no good quality embryos were transferred all three 

endometrial VI, FI and VFI were significantly higher in those women who became pregnant 

as compared with those who did not. These data could indicate that endometrial 

vascularization might be a non-relevant factor when good quality embryos are transferred 

but could be an important factor when no quality embryos are transferred. 

These conflicting results might be explained by the fact of different timing when performing 

3D-PDA assessment.  

Our study, performed on ET day, showed that when endometrial FI was < 20 , 17% of 

patients became pregnant; FI=20-40, 35% became pregnant and when FI>40, 45% of patients 

became pregnant. The higher FI values correlate with pregnancy outcome (Table 5). 

Also, higher VFI significantly associated with higher pregnancy rates. When endometrial 

VFI was > 20 . 55.5% patients became pregnant, and when VFI < 2, no conception was seen 

(Table 6). 

 

End FI/Pregnancy rates <20 20- 40 >40 

BHCG  + 6 21 5 

BHCG - 31 48 6 

Total 35 (17.1%) 60 (35 %) 11 (45%) 

Table 5. Endometrial FI and pregnancy rate 

 

End VFI/Pregnancy rates <2 2- 10 11-20 >20 

BHCG  + / 20 7 5 

BHCG - 10 46 14 4 

Total 10 66 (30.3%) 21(33.3%) 9 (55.5%) 

Table 6. Endometrial VFI and pregnancy rate 

Summary, regarding the role of endometrial and subendometrial vascularity assessment the 
results of several studies are clearly controversial (Kupesic et al., 2001; Jarvela et al., 2005; 
Ng et al., 2005; Ng et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2003. An explanation for these controversial 
findings might be the different design of reported studies, specially the timing of ultrasound 
evaluation. A consensus about the timing of this technique to be used within an IVF 
program is needed to establish more precise values for endometrial VI, FI and VFI, in order 
to design new further prospective studies. 

On the other hand, the concept of evaluating uterine receptivity by a uterine score including 

the endometrial blood flow was first introduced by Applebaum (1995). With the absence of 

subendometrial blood flow, even in the presence of other favorable parameters, no 
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conception was achieved. By using a similar approach, Salle et al. (1998) calculated a uterine 

score in the secretory phase of the menstrual cycle preceding IVF. Vascularization was 

considered to be positive if more than three vessels penetrating the outer hypo-echogenic 

area surrounding the endometrium could be seen. None of the individual ultrasonographic 

or Doppler parameters tested was of sufficient accuracy to predict uterine receptivity, 

whereas the uterine score seemed to be a useful predictor of implantation.  

However, research by Ng et al. (2006) reported no relationship between endometrial 

thickness, morphology and pregnancy outcome. End in a recent study, endometrium 

pattern, endometrium thickness, and end-diastolic blood flow was shown to be the most 

effective combination for evaluation of uterine receptivity (Dechaund et al., 2008)). Kupesic 

et al. (2001) compared the 2-D and 3-D ultrasonographic scoring systems by combining 

parameters including endometrial thickness, volume, echogenicity, and subendometrial 

blood flow and found the two systems had similar efficiencies in predicting pregnancy 

outcome of IVF-ET procedures. Ng at al. (2009) discuss the relationship of endometrial 

blood flow between those who with a thin (≤8mm) endometrium and those with a low 

volume (≤ 2.5 ml) endometrium. It was found that 3D power Doppler flow indices of the 

endometrial and subendometrial regions were significantly lower in patients with a low 

volume endometrium compared with those with a normal volume endometrium. 

Endometrial end subendometrial vascularity measured by 3D power Doppler ultrasound 

was significantly lower (p ≤ 0.003) in patients with a low volume endometrium, but not in 

those with a thin endometrium. Merce et al. (2008) conclude that endometrial volume and 

3D power Doppler indexes are statistically significant in predicting the cycle outcome. 

In summary, although 2D and 3D Doppler ultrasound seems to be very interesting tool for 

assessing the endometrial/subendometrial blood flow in assisted reproductive treatments, 

its current clinical value in predicting pregnancy in IVF should be considered as limited in 

view of the controversial results published to date. Though still larger studies are needed to 

established more precise ultrasound values/parameters to understand the endometrial 

physiological status better and achieve better pregnancy rates with ART procedures. 

3. Ultrasound and embryo transfer 

The vast majority of transferred embryos fail to implant in spite of improvements in 
ovulation induction, fertilization and embryo cleavage. On average, up to 90% of apparently 
healthy zygotes transferred in utero are destined to vanish, giving no signs of trophoblastic 
attachment and production of human chorionic gonadotrophin (HCG) (Nikas et al.,1999) 
The main variables that affect nidation are related to uterine/endometrial receptivity, 
embryo quality and the efficiency of embryo transfer.  

The Embryo transfer (ET) procedure is the final important step in IVF process. It is a 

critically important procedure. No matter how good the IVF laboratory culture environment 

is, the physician can ruin everything with a carelessly performed embryo transfer. The entire 

IVF cycle depends on delicate placement of the embryos at the proper location of the 

endometrial cavity with minimal trauma and manipulation.  

Apart from embryo quality and the age of the patient, success rates after embryo transfer 
seem to be mostly dependent on factors that relate to the degree of trauma that is inflicted 
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upon the endometrium and myometrium during the transfer procedure. Rigid catheters, blood 
contamination of the tip, increased myometrial contraction waves and the level of difficulty in 
introducing the catheter inside the uterine cavity all tend to reduce the probability of 
implantation of the embryo (Buckett, 2003;Gonen et al., 1991; Goudas et al., 1998; Fanchin et 
al., 1998; Levi Setti et al., 2003; Lesny et al., 1998; Mansour et al., 1990; Mansour and 
Aboulghar, 2002; Meriano et al., 2000; Mirkin et al., 2003;    Sallam and Sadek, 2003; Schoolcraft 
et al., 2001; Visser et al., 1993; Wisanto et al., 1989). Also, pregnancy rates may vary greatly 
among individual providers (Hearns‐Stokes et al., 2000; Karande et al., 1999). 

The technique used in the transfer procedure may be of importance by allowing for more or 
less traumatic procedures. The ‘clinical touch’ method was first described by Steptoe and 
Edwards and is a well‐known technique for embryo transfer (Steptoe and Edwards, 1976). 
This technique consists of the insertion of a catheter into the cavity until touching the fundal 
endometrium, followed by a 5/10 mm retreat and subsequent deposition of the embryos. 
The difficulties and uncertainties of this method have been widely questioned. One of these 
uncertainties is related to the fact that transfers based only on the sensitivity of the operator 
are associated with discrepancies between the presumed and true position of the catheter, 
especially considering the different levels of clinical experience (Buckett, 2003; Hurley et al., 
1991;  Levi Setti et al., 2003; Sallam and Sadek, 2003; Woolcott and Stanger, 1997). 

Waterstone et al. (1991) suggested that the site of deposition of the embryos within the 

uterine cavity could have profound effects on success rates. Later this finding was also 

substantiated by Naaktgeboren (1998). By applying a technique in which the embryos are 

expelled at a fixed distance from the external os, a remarkable decrease was observed in the 

variability in success rates among physicians: most physicians approximated the success 

rates of the best‐performing physician (Naaktgeboren et al., 1997, 1998). The wide variability 

between clinicians working in the same center (which to an extent nullifies the potential 

difference in the laboratory circumstances) clearly demonstrates the role of the clinician in 

embryo transfer and the magnitude of problem. A possible explanation for this effect may 

be that replacing embryos in the middle part of the uterus without touching the fundal 

endometrium allows for a less traumatic embryo transfer, especially for those physicians 

who have difficulties with approaching the fundal endometrium gently. 

Ultrasound-guided embryo transfer (UGET) during an IVF cycle was initially reported 
during the mid-1980s (Leong et al., 1986; Strickler et al., 1985) and has gradually become an 
integral part of the embryo transfer technique for many IVF clinics. The potential 
advantages of this technique compared with standard embryo transfer (performed by 
clinical feel) include the ability to visualize the uterocervical angle which may aid with 
difficult transfers, reliably determine the catheter distance from the fundus at the time of 
embryo transfer, and visualize any unforeseen uterine abnormalities before the transfer. 
Some studies have demonstrated a benefit in favor of UGET when compared to embryo 
transfer without ultrasound guidance (Coroleu et al., 2000; Ivanovski et al., 2006; Matorras et 
al., 2002; Prapas et al., 2001;   Sallam et al., 2002; Tang et al., 2001) although others have not 
(Al-Shawaf et al., 1993; Garcia-Velasco et al., 2002; Kan et al., 1999). Careful examination of 
the data from four properly randomized clinical trials (Coroleu et al., 2000; Garcia-Velasco et 
al., 2002; Matorras et al., 2002; Tang et al., 2001) showed a significant advantage to UGET 
with regard to implantation, clinical pregnancy, and ongoing pregnancy rates (Buckett, 
2003; Sallam and Sadek, 2003). 
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It has been described that Mock Embryo Transfer (MET) in a cycle preceding the actual IVF 
procedure or immediately before the actual transfer procedure might provide information 
about what to expect during the ET and thereby facilitate the procedure (Sharif et al., 1995). 
In one randomized controlled trial employing the “dummy transfer” it was stated that this 
procedure could influence the choice of catheter and could improve pregnancy rates 
(Mansour et al., 1990).  

Shamonki at al. (2005a) proposed that ultrasound guided trial transfer (UTT) in the office 

can be performed as an alternative to UGET for most patients. UTT can theoretically identify 

those patients with a discrepancy between perceived and actual uterine cavity length in an 

office setting where logistical issues are of less concern, and thus save UGET for only a select 

minority of patients where the trial transfer was challenging. The data from their study 

demonstrate that UTT can be useful method in identifying patients who will otherwise have 

an inaccurate trial transfer if the procedure were done blindly (Matorras et al., 2002; Sallam 

et al., 2002). Two studies demonstrated that cavity depth as noted by ultrasound at the time 

of embryo transfer differed from the cavity depth via office trial transfer by ≥1.0 cm in ≥30% 

of cases (Pope et al., 2004; Shamonki et al., 2005b). The main risk factor predicting a 

discrepancy between the perceived and actual uterine cavity length was a history of 

pregnancy, especially if the patient had a delivery (Shamonki et al., 2005b). Another far less 

likely theory explaining the discrepancy is that uterine length may be increased with 

exposure to estradiol. Research has demonstrated a positive correlation between estradiol 

exposure and uterine size (Adams et al, 1984; Gull et al., 2005). However, if ~2 weeks of high 

estradiol exposure significantly lengthened the uterus during an IVF cycle, one would 

expect a more uniform discrepancy between trial transfer and actual uterine cavity lengths 

in the majority of IVF patients, which is not the case. Physicians may argue that UGET has 

additional benefits over UTT other than the diagnosis of a trial transfer inaccuracy. The 

evidence from studies would imply that the addition of ultrasound guidance during trial 

transfer would further reduce the benefit of UGET when used routinely ( Diedrich et al., 

1989;  Englert et al., 1986; Ghazzawi et al., 1999; Goudas et al., 1998;  Hearns-Stokes et al., 

2000; Leeton et al., 1982; Wood et al., 1985).   

Among the various aspects of embryo transfer, the site of embryo placement in the uterine 

cavity has been postulated to influence embryo implantation rates. Whereas some 

investigators believe that higher levels in the endometrial cavity closer to the uterine fundus 

lead to higher rates (Krampl et al., 1995; Meldrum et al., 1987 ), others have suggested that 

improved embryo transfer results are obtained when the embryos are placed at lower levels 

in the uterine cavity (Coroleu et al., 2002a; Frankfurteret al., 2003;  Lesny et al., 1998; 

Naaktgeboren et al., 1997;  Naaktgeboren et al., 1998; Van de Pas et al., 2003; Waterstone et 

al., 1991; Woolcott and Stanger, 1997;). Waterstone et al. (1991) reported the results of 

embryo transfer performed by two clinicians who followed different techniques. The first 

introduced the catheter until he felt the fundus and then pulled it back 5 mm before injecting 

the embryos, and achieved a final pregnancy rate of 24%. The second clinician introduced 

the catheter until a depth of 5 cm from the external orifice of the cervix and deposited the 

embryos without touching the fundus, and obtained a pregnancy rate of 46%. When the first 

clinician modified his technique according to that of the second, improvement in pregnancy 

rates was observed. Coroleu et al. (2002) demonstrated in a prospective randomized trial of 

women undergoing UGET that the pregnancy rate was significantly higher when the 
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embryos were transferred at 1.5–2.0cm instead of at 1.0 cm from the uterine fundus. 

Frankfurter et al. (2003) retrospectively analyzed 23 patients who underwent two cycles of 

ultrasound-guided embryo transfer each, considering for each patient a transfer that 

resulted in pregnancy and one that did not. The results showed better pregnancy rates when 

the site of embryo placement relative to the length of the endometrial cavity was more 

distant from the uterine fundus. No significant difference was observed when comparing 

the absolute distance. 

In our study 106 patients underwent a standard down regulation protocol for ovarian 
stimulation in IVf cycles. Embryo transfer took place 2-4 days after oocyte retrieval. The 
patients were grouped according to the distance between the tip of the catheter and the 
uterine fundus at transfer: group 1 : 10 ± 2.5mm; group 2: 15 ± 2.5mm Patients were 
selected on the basis of the following inclusion criteria; main causes of infertility was 
tubal, ovaria, idiopatic or male factor and normal uterine cavity confirmed by ultrasound 
or hysterosalpingography. There were no differences in age, number of days of ovarian 
stimulation, total number of oocyte retrieved, and number of good quality embryos 
between these groups of patients. There was statistically significantly difference in 
pregnancy rate (group 1= 28,8 and group 2= 46,2% ) respectively, with (P<0.05). Our 
results suggest that depth of embryo replacement inside the uterine cavity may influence 
the implantation rates and should be considered as an important factor to improve the 
success of IVF cycles. 

One study retrospectively demonstrated that for every additional millimeter embryos are 
deposited away from the fundus, as noted by abdominal ultrasound, the odds of clinical 
pregnancy increased by 11% (Pope et al., 2004). However, not all studies show an 
association between embryo transfer location and outcome (Rosenlund et al., 1996). In 
addition, others demonstrate that the best site for embryo transfer is the center of the uterine 
cavity, and that the relative site of embryo deposition is more important than the actual 
distance from the fundus (Franco et al., 2004; Oliveira et al., 2004). Finally, some authors 
postulate that the question regarding the site of embryo transfer does is of no importance 
since it does not influence implantation as long as embryos are placed in the upper half of 
the cavity (Nazari et al., 1993; Roselund et al., 1996). 

Various studies have suggested implantation in locations ranging from the lower uterine 
segment, to various distances (0.5cm-2.0cm) from the uterine fundus. However, these 
distances still only represent generalized locations. Furthermore, the value to place on these 
distances as guidelines decreases when considering that the configuration and dimensions 
of the uterine cavity vary between women. The location of embryo transfer in respect to the 
uterine anatomy also varies among physicians. 

Two dimensional sonography has still only provided guidance as to the general area at 
which the embryo should be released for implantation. 3D sonography can improve 
visualization of the uterus in patients with normal anatomy and especially in those with 
congenital uterine anomalies. Thus, the present invention provides a maximal implantation 
potential (MIP) point as a target for embryo transfers.  

The uterine cavity resembles an inverted triangle and the fallopian tubes open into the 
cavity, one in each of the upper regions of the triangle. The MIP is the intersection of these 
two imaginary lines, one originating in each fallopian tube, within the inverted triangle. In 
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natural pregnancies, fertilization usually occurs in the ampullary segment of the fallopian 
tube and the pre-embryo then travels down to the uterus and usually implants in the 
anterior or posterior segment of the uterus close to its trajectory line, where the 
endometrium is the thickest and has the greatest blood flow. In patients undergoing IVF, the 
fallopian tubes are bypassed, placing the embryos directly into the uterus (Gergely et al., 
2005). 

Liedholm et al. (1980) placed small spheres in a column containing 50 μl of fluid and 

performed a simulated embryo transfer immediately before hysterectomy. The uterine 

cavity was then inspected and the microspheres were found within a distance of 1 cm from 

the presumed deposition site. These results emphasize the importance of the site where the 

embryos were transferred. Baba et al. (2000) analyzed 60 embryo transfers that resulted in 22 

pregnancies and 32 gestational sacs. Twenty-six of the 32 sacs were detected by three-

dimensional ultrasound in the area where the air bubble had been observed immediately 

after transfer. 

From early work on surgically removed uteri of Adams et al. (1956) implantation was found 
to take place in the upper half of the uterine cavity, most on the posterior wall of the uterus. 
This further supports the MIP point as an advantageous spot, mimicking implantation in the 
general population. Since 3D/4D ultrasonography allows us to identify the MIP point with 
great ease, it is now possible to use the combination of MIP and 3D/4D sonography to 
accomplish embryo transfers accurately. Thus, the Maximal Implantation Potential Point can 
be readily identified and individualized for each patient. By using the MIP point, placement 
of the embryos occurs where nature intended. Because of individual anatomic differences, 
the MIP point can be individually tailored. Further advances in 3D ultrasonography as well 
as the introduction of 4D sonography have enabled us to visualize the transfer catheter in 
real time as it moves towards its target, the MIP point. Embryo transfers at the MIP were 
associated with good implantation and pregnancy rates (Gergely et al., 2005). 

It is not fully understood why the pregnancy rate is higher with the transfer of embryos lower 
in the uterine cavity. One theory suggests that catheter contact with the uterine fundus may be 
avoided when embryos are transferred to the lower part of the uterine cavity. Strong fundo-
uterine contractions can result from fundal contact (Fanchin et al., 1998; Lesny et al., 1998), 
which may have a negative impact on pregnancy rates (Lesny et al., 1999). It is inevitable that 
insertion of the catheter- after all a foreign body- may interfere with normal uterine peristalsis. 
Embryos often relocate from the uterine cavity after IVF/ET. They have been found in the 
vagina (Poindexter et al., 1986; Schulman et al., 1986) and there is a high ectopic pregnancy 
rate, raging from 2.1% (Azem et al., 1993) to 9.4% (Zouves et al., 1991) after assisted conception 
treatment. It is worth remembering that the very first pregnancy conceived after IVF/ET was 
an ectopic gestation in the fallopian tube (Steptoe and Edwards, 1976). The evidence that this 
relocation is the consequence of junctional zone contractions is considerable. Experimental 
studies of mock ET in humans have demonstrated the expulsion of methylene blue in 57% of 
transfers (Mansouret al., 1994) and the movement of X-ray contrast medium towards the 
fallopian tubes and cervix/vagina in 38% and 21%, respectively (Knutzen et al., 1992). In 
observations of junctional zone contractions after easy and difficult mock ETs,(Lesny et al., 
1998) use of different catheters,(63) application of a tenaculum to the cervix (lesny et al., 1999a) 
or stimulation of contractions after transmyometrial ET (Biervliet et al., 2002; Lesny et al., 
1999b) all report increased contractions following increasing trauma at the time of ET. Using 
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mock ET in oocyte donor patients as a model, it was shown that even minimal stimulation 
such as touching the uterine fundus with the soft end of the ET catheter is capable of 
generating evident contractions, which can relocate mock embryos (a bolus of the echogenic 
substance Echovist) from the upper part of the uterine cavity towards the cervix or into the 
fallopian tubes.  

There are only limited data from studies concerning the speed of withdrawal of the catheter. 

Some authors have suggested that it is preferable to wait before retiring the catheter so that 

the uterus can become stabilized (Wisanto et al., 1989), whereas others report good results 

withdrawing the catheter immediately after an easy transfer (Zech et al., 1997). No 

differences were observed in the pregnancy rate between withdrawals of the catheter 

immediately after embryo deposit or after a 30 s wait in a population of women with good 

response to stimulation and “easy” US- guided embryo transfer on at least two optimal 

embryos (Martinez et al., 2001). 

Various catheter types exist. They can be rigid or soft, with or without outer catheter, with 

or without metal sound catheter, with or without “memory”. Coroleu et al. (2006) In a pilot 

study suggested that the use of the echogenic Wallace catheter simplifies ultrasound-guided 

embryo transfer as it facilitates catheter identification under ultrasound, and thus the 

duration of the embryo transfer procedure was significantly shorter in the echogenic 

catheter group as compared with the standard catheter group. However, they could not find 

a definite benefit in terms of pregnancy rates. In contrast, the use of the new catheter was 

associated with a significant increase in the number of twin pregnancies.  

Several randomized and non-randomized studies have been performed to compare different 

brands of catheters (Mansour et al., 1990; Gonen et al., 1991; Wisanto et al., 1989). Soft 

catheters seem to lead to superior results, but insertion can be more difficult. Furthermore, 

the use of a soft catheter instead of a rigid one may cause less endometrial trauma and has 

been shown to improve outcome (Wood et al., 2000). 

Four of the randomized controlled trials (Garcia-Velasco et al., 2002; Matorras et al., 2002; 

Sallam et al., 2002; Tang et al., 2001; ) reported more ectopic pregnancies in the blind group 

than in the ultrasound-assisted ET group. Three randomized controlled trials did not 

mention ectopic pregnancies. One study retrospectively demonstrated that ectopic 

pregnancies occurred significantly less frequently when the embryos were placed away 

from the fundus (Pope et al., 2004).  

The main disadvantages of using ultrasound guidance during embryo transfer is patient 

discomfort due to a full bladder.  Some authors claim that a full bladder, required for UGET, 

can make the embryo transfer easier because this reduces the angle at the cervico-uterine 

junction and straightens the uterine cavity in relation to the cervical canal (Sharif et al., 1995; 

Sundstrom et al., 1984; Wood et al., 2000). When comparing a full bladder without the use of 

ultrasound during embryo transfer, some data have shown a benefit (Lewin et al., 1997) 

while others have not (Mitchell et al., 1989). In their study Lorusso et al., (2005); Kosmas et 

al. (2007) shows that high overall pregnancy rates can be achieved when ETs are performed 

in patients with an empty bladder, whether they are performed under ultrasound guidance 

or not. Also, studies that utilize transvaginal ultrasound, requiring an empty bladder during 

embryo transfer, show an improvement in the pregnancy rate (Anderson et al., 2002; Kojima 
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et al., 2001; Lindheim et al., 1999) suggesting that a full bladder required for UGET is not a 

confounder for improving outcome. 

The majority of the published studies were done with abdominal ultrasound.. The value of 

abdominal ultrasound in addition of visualizing the catheter is to straighten the uterovesical 

angle which my make the insertion of the catheter easier (Sallam et al., 2000). Kojima et al. 

(2001) tried to use vaginal ultrasound as it allows visualization of the tip of the catheter 

precisely and concluded that it increases the pregnancy and implantation rate; in the same 

time they admitted that it technically more difficult. The procedure did not gain popularity 

because of its discomfort to the patient. Isobe et al. (2003) compared the transrectal approach 

in retroflexed uterus and found that it increases the incidence of easier transfer and 

pregnancy rate; however, there was no comment on the acceptance of the procedure. 

We believe that gentle and atraumatic ET is the simplest and cheapest way to improve 

disappointing pregnancy rates. In our routine clinical practice ET is performed by : 

transabdominal ultrasound guided with full bladder; with soft catheters; not touching the 

uterine fundus – distance between the tip of the catheter and the uterine fundus  > 1.5 cm ; 

not using a tenaculum; utilizing a mock ET…  

3.1 Conclusion 

Of all factors influencing the ET process, ultrasound guidance of the ET has been studied the 

most over the past decade. Issues related to the ET technique, ET provider/physician, 

transferred embryos and unloading site in the uterus and their relationship to ultrasound 

guidance were the most debatable aspects of the process.  

In summary, the reports regarding the effect of guiding the transferred embryo deposition 

by ultrasound are conflicting. Some showing an improvement in outcome (Al-Shawaf et al., 

1993; Baba et al., 2000; Ivanovski et al., 2006; Kan et al., 1999; Kojima et al., 2001;Woolcott et 

al., 1998 ), others demonstrating no difference (Coroleu et al., 2002; De Camargo et al., 2004; 

Garcia-Velasco et al., 2002; Li et al., 2005; Lindheim et al., 1999; Mirkin et al., 2003; Prapas et 

al., 1995 ) and others with mixed results (Fisser et al., 2006; Hurley et al., 1991; Prapas et al., 

2001). No study has shown a worsening of outcome when ultrasonography is used. 

Compared with the traditional method, abdominal ultrasound-guided embryo transfer has 

a number of potential benefits (Hearns-Stokes et al., 2000; Leeton et al., 1982; Nabi et al., 

1997; Sallam et al., 2002). First, with the guidance of ultrasound, the catheter can be bent to 

easily pass through the cervical canal and follow the uterine axis, which helps avoid 

overstimulation and reduction in incidence of difficult transfers, endometrial trauma 

(Letterie et al., 1999; Woolcott and Stanger, 1997), and bleeding ( Goudas et al., 1998; Nabi et 

al., 1997; Sallam et al., 2002) that can cause excessive fundo-uterine contractions (Lesny et al., 

1999) at the time of embryo transfer has been associated with lower clinical pregnancy rates 

(Goudas et al., 1998; Sallam et al., 2002). Second, the entire process of catheterization and 

release of the embryos can be visualized, making it easier to place the embryos in the correct 

position within the uterus (Woolcott and Stanger, 1997) and decrease the chance of 

improper embryo placement (Coroleu et al., 2002; Pope et al., 2004; Rosenlund et al., 1996; 

Shamonki et al., 2005; Woolcott and Stanger, 1997). The 3D US allows viewing the catheter 
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tip in a frontal as well as a sagittal and transverse plans, thus it facilitates precise embryo 

placement inside the uterus.  In addition, the full bladder required for transabdominal 

ultrasound itself is useful for the correction of uterine access through the cervical route in 

cases of pronounced anteversion–anteflexion. Because of individual anatomic differences 

the maximal implantation potential point should be readily identified and individualized 

for each patient. 

In particular, the main disadvantages of using ultrasound guidance during embryo transfer 

may be the additional time and personnel required, as well as patient discomfort due to a 

full bladder and the urge to urinate (Bucket et al., 2003) 
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